REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
ONDOKUZ MAYIS UNIVERSITY
2018-2019 ACADEMIC YEAR
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADMISSION

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Candidates are responsible for the content and accuracy of the information they provide in the International Student Preference Form.
Candidates assume full legal responsibility for the disputes arising out of or in connection with the disinformation and/or misinformation
they provided in the Form. Legal action will be taken against those who declare wrong information during the application and/or
registration process, and these applicants will lose their eligibility to register to the University; and such candidates who have already
registered will be expelled.
Candidates will be able to make their online applications through https://yostercih.omu.edu.tr as from 11 June.
Please click for the 2018-2019 Academic Year International Student Application, Evaluation, and Exact Registration Calendar
Deadline: 20 July 2018
IMPORTANT:

Applications for the 11 June – 20 July period will be reserved for candidates who have OMU-YÖS scores.
Candidates with OMU-YÖS results, candidates who have other national or international exam results, and
candidates who will apply with their secondary education GPAs can apply for the remaining placement
quotas between 10 – 14 September 2018.

GENERAL RULES
1. The number of international students of the same citizenship accepted to a Faculty/College/Vocational School cannot exceed 20%
of the total international student quota limit of the related department. In the event that the quota limit is not reached in a particular
programme, Country Quota is not applied for that department / programme and candidates will be placed according to the score
order.
2. The following candidate groups are given priority during placement, on the condition that the candidate has taken the OMÜ-YÖS
Exam;
a. Candidates who will receive a scholarship from an institution of the candidate’s home country. This group cannot exceed 20% of the
preferred department/programme’s quota.
b. Candidates who are citizens of an African Country. This group cannot exceed 20% of the preferred department’s/programme’s quota.

c. Candidates who are citizens of a Balkan Country. This group cannot exceed 20% of the preferred department’s/programme’s quota.
d. Candidates who are Uighur Turks. This group cannot exceed 10% of the preferred department’s/programme’s quota.

3. Applications and other procedures of International students who will apply in accordance with the results of special talent exams
will be followed by the applicants themselves.
4. The placement committee places the candidate students into a single programme in accordance with the preference orders. The
same rule applies for the reserve candidate students.
5. Ondokuz Mayıs University reserves the right to fully use the specified quotas or not use them completely.
6. Meeting the application requirements does not mean that the candidate will be approved for placement.
NOTICE: Candidates who will state that they are going to apply with an Own Country Scholarship are obliged to submit the originals and
the notarised Turkish translations of the below stated documents to the Department of Student Affairs between 11 June – 20 July. Each
institution can only sponsor one student and applications of students who are sponsored by the same institution will not be evaluated.
Candidates are responsible for finalizing their applications within the deadline.
a) The submitted Own Country Scholarship document must have “International Validity Approval”.
b) “Business Enterprise Recognition” document obtained from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in which the stated institution or
organization is registered to must also be submitted.
LANGUAGE of EDUCATION
The language of education at our University is generally Turkish. Students who will receive education in departments that include a
Foreign Language must also certify that they know the Turkish Language.
Placed students are required to prove their Turkish proficiency levels with an OMU-Türkçe (Turkish Education Application and
Research Centre - TÖMER) diploma or with a Certificate in Turkish Proficiency obtained from other accepted institutions. Those who
cannot provide the stated documents are allotted a duration of maximum 2 years to provide the required document. Those who cannot
certify their Turkish proficiencies at the end of this period are discharged from the University.
APPLICATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES WILL BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
On the condition that the candidate is a final year student in a high school or is a high school graduate;
a) Those who are foreign nationals,
b) Those born as Turkish citizens but have the legal permission from the Ministry of Domestic Affairs to withdraw from citizenship;
and the underage children of these people who are registered to the “withdrawal from Turkish citizenship document” of their
parents who can certify that they hold the Certificate Regarding the Use of Given Rights obtained in accordance with the Turkish
Nationality Law. Article 7 of the Turkish Nationality Law no.5901 has the following provision: “(1) A child born in matrimony of a
Turkish Citizen mother or father within or outside of Turkey is a Turkish Citizen.” Therefore, it is advisable for the candidates who
will apply from abroad to review the Turkish Nationality Law.)
c) Those who were born as a foreign national but then became a naturalized Turkish Citizen through acquired citizenship / and dual
citizens who has such Turkish Citizenship,
d) 1) TR citizens who were receiving their secondary education abroad before 01/02/2013 and have completed the last three years
of their secondary education (high school) in a foreign country other than Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (Including those
who have completed their entire secondary education in Turkish schools in foreign countries, excluding TRNC, which were
opened with the confirmation of National Education Ministry).

2) TR citizens who have started their secondary education abroad after 01/02/2013 and have completed their entire secondary
education (high school) in a foreign country other than Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (Including those who have completed
their entire secondary education in Turkish schools in foreign countries, excluding TRNC, which were opened with the
confirmation of National Education Ministry).
e) Those who are Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus citizens residing in TRNC and have finished their secondary education in
TRNC and holding GCE AL test scores; and those who enrolled in a college or a high school in other countries between 2005 –
2010 and received education there and possess or will possess GCE AL test scores.
APPLICATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATES WILL NOT BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
a) Those who are TR Citizens and have completed their entire secondary education (high school) in Turkey or TRNC.
b) Those who are TRNC Citizens (excluding those who have finished their entire secondary education in TRNC and hold GCE AL
test scores; and those who enrolled in a college or a high school in other countries between 2005 – 2010 and received education
there and possess or will possess GCE AL test scores).
c) Those who are dual citizens whose first nationality by birth is Turkish as described in the sub-clause (b) of the 1st paragraph of the
same article (excluding those who meet the requirements as described in the sub-clause (ç) of the first paragraph).
d) Dual citizens who have TRNC nationality(excluding those who have finished their entire secondary education in TRNC and hold
GCE AL test scores; and those who enrolled in a college or a high school in other countries between 2005 – 2010 and received
education there and possess or will possess GCE AL test scores
e) TR citizens who have received their secondary education at the schools within the structure of the embassies in Turkey and at the
foreign high schools located in Turkey, or those who are dual citizens whose first nationality by birth is Turkish as described in the
sub-clause (b) of the 1st article.
f) Those who have been expelled from a higher education institution in Turkey.

SCORES
1. Exam types and score requirements are specified in the application announcement text. Of the accepted exams, examinations
which are at the level of secondary school exit exams (matura) such as Abitur, International Baccalaureate, etc. do not have a
validity period; however university entrance examinations such as SAT are valid for two years.
2. The candidates must have the following OMU-YOS test scores: A minimum of 60 for faculties with a school year of 5 or more, a
minimum of 55 for undergraduate programmes, a minimum of 40 for associate degree programmes and
departments/programmes that accept students with special talent exams.
3. The candidates must have the following OMU-YOS test scores for the second placement period: A minimum of 50 for faculties
with a school year of 5 or more, a minimum of 45 for undergraduate programmes, a minimum of 35 for associate degree
programmes and departments/programmes that accept students with special talent exams.
4. Numerical, basic learning skills, equal-weight scores and score types determined for the departments by the ÖSYM (Student
Selection and Placement Centre) will be used while placing students into the programmes.

PLEASE CLICK FOR QUOTAS
CLICK TO APPLY

 Preferences should be made in accordance with the program quotas and program requirements.
 Students who are placed and entitled to exact registration will submit the original documents during the exact registration.

ONDOKUZ MAYIS UNIVERSITY
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL EXAMS ACCEPTED FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADMISSONS
I- ASSOCIATE DEGREE AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
1. Candidates who have scored maximum 4 points in the ABITUR exam, (4-1)*
2. Candidates who have scored a minimum of 24 for Math, Science Reasoning and Composite points in the ACT (American College Test)
exam, (24-36)*
3. Candidates who have scored “C” Level and above in the GCE-AL (General Certificate Education Advanced Level) Examination for at least
3 subjects, (3-5)*
4. Candidates holding an IB International Baccalaureate diploma with a minimum average score of “28 and 42”, (28-42)*
5. Candidates who have scored minimum “1000 and 1100” total points in the SAT (Scholastic Assessment Test), (1500-2400)/ (1000-1600)*
6. Candidates who have scored minimum “490 out of 750” in the GAOKAO (National Higher Education Entrance Examination, held in
the People's Republic of China) for the applied programme’s score type, (490-750)*
7. Candidates who hold a French Baccalaureate diploma with a minimum diploma grade of 12 points, (12-20)*
8. Candidates whose Diplome Debirestan average is minimum 12/20 and Pişdeneşgahi graduation score is minimum, (12-20)*
9. Candidates who have scored minimum 195 points for the departments in Faculties of Engineering and Science, or a minimum of 185 points for
the other departments, in the Al-Shahada-Al Thanawiya (Baccalaureate) exam held in Libya, (175-240)
10. Candidates whose Scientific Stream diploma grade is minimum 70 points in the Baccalaureat Libanais exams held in Lebanon, (70-100)*
11. Candidates whose Senegalese Baccalaureate point is minimum 15 over 20 for the score type of the applied programme, (15-20)*
12. Candidates who have scored minimum “190” points over 240 in the Scientific Stream for the engineering and architecture departments; and a
minimum “175” points for other departments in the Al-Shahada-Al Thanawiya (Baccalaureate) exam held in Syria, (175-240)*
13. Candidates who have scored a minimum of 90 points in average for all lessons in the Scientific Stream of the Tawjihi exams held in Jordan
and Palestine, (90-100)*

14. Candidates who have won a gold, silver or bronze medal in International Scientific Olympics recognized by TUBİTAK (The Scientific and
Technological Research Council of Turkey), (GOLD: 100, SILVER: 85, BRONZE: 70)*
15. Candidates who have scored a minimum of “60” points in the Ujian Akhir National Examination, (60-100)*
16. Candidates who have a YÖS examination result which is organized by other Turkish universities and are accepted by Ondokuz Mayıs
University (the minimum and maximum scores for these examinations vary for each academic year).
17. Candidates who have scored minimum “44” points in the Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education: KCSE, (44-70)*
18. Candidates who have scored minimum “280” points out of 700 in the Azerbaijani National University Test: TQDK,
(280-700)*
19. GPA: Candidates with a minimum grade point average of 40 points out of 100 for secondary education. The student should hold a
certificate of international examinations held at the end of own national high school studies or vocational school studies. If the candidate is
applying from a country where such examinations are not held, then a certified copy of the secondary education grade point average obtained
from the related high school directorate. (40-100)*, (2-5)*, (14-20)*, (5-10)*
20. Candidates who have scored a minimum of 40% or more of the total points in the University Entrance Exam of Macedonia, (40-100).
21. Candidates who have scored a minimum of 40% or more of the total points in the University Entrance Exam of Greece, (40-100).
23. Candidates who have scored a minimum of 40% or more of the total points in the University Entrance Exam of Kosovo, (40-100)
24. TYT/TYS Exams: Candidates who have scored a minimum of 140 points for Associate Degree Programme applications and 180 points for
Bachelor’s degree programmes (maximum scores vary).
25. Candidates who have other examination certifications that are not listed here but that will be accepted by the University Administrative
Committee
()* Minimum and maximum scores.
STANDARD SCORE CONVERSION TABLE FOR INTERNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS
-

Score obtained at a National and International Exam=UÖP

-

Minimum Standard Score for the related accepted examination=MİSTP

-

Maximum Standard Score for the related accepted examination= MASTP

-

OMU-YÖS Examination: minimum – maximum=60

-

OMU-YÖS Examination: minimum=40

- Conversion formula used for National and International Examinations (except OMU-YÖS):
=

